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Abstract Auditory two-tone suppression is a nearly instantaneous reduction in 
the response of the basilar membrane to a tone or noise when a second tone or 
noise is presented simultaneously. Previous behavioural studies provide conflicting 
evidence on whether suppression changes with increasing age, and aging effects 
may depend on whether a suppressor above (high-side) or below (low-side) the 
signal frequency is used. Most previous studies have measured suppression using 
stimuli long enough to elicit the medial olivocochlear reflex (MOCR), a sound-
elicited reflex that reduces cochlear amplification or gain. It has a “sluggish” onset 
of approximately 25 ms. There is physiological evidence that suppression may be 
reduced or altered by elicitation of the MOCR. In the present study, suppression was 
measured behaviourally in younger adults and older adults using a forward-masking 
paradigm with 20-ms and 70-ms maskers and suppressors. In experiment 1, gain 
was estimated by comparing on-frequency (2 kHz) and off-frequency (1.2 kHz) 
masker thresholds for a short, fixed-level 2-kHz signal. In experiment 2, the fixed-
level signal was preceded by an off-frequency suppressor (1.2 or 2.4 kHz) presented 
simultaneously with the on-frequency masker. A suppressor level was chosen that 
did not produce any forward masking of the signal. Suppression was measured as 
the difference in on-frequency masker threshold with and without the suppressor 
present. The effects of age on gain and suppression estimates will be discussed.
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1  Introduction

We live in a noisy world, and understanding speech in noise is a common challenge. 
As people age, this task becomes increasingly difficult, and elevated thresholds 
alone cannot account for this increased difficulty (e.g., Pichora-Fuller et al. 1995). 
One explanation for this discrepancy may be attributed to the decrease in the en-
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docochlear potential that tends to occur with increasing age (e.g., Schuknecht et al. 
1974). A decreased endocochlear potential negatively affects the function of inner 
and outer hair cells (OHCs) (e.g., Gates et al. 2002), and disruptions in OHC func-
tion could decrease cochlear nonlinearity (e.g., Schmiedt et al. 1980).

A sensitive measure of cochlear nonlinearity is two-tone suppression, e.g., a 
nearly instantaneous reduction in the basilar membrane (BM) response to one tone 
in the presence of a second tone. There is psychoacoustic evidence that suppression 
measured with suppressors above the signal frequency (high-side suppression) and 
below the signal frequency (low-side suppression) may show different aging effects. 
Several of these psychoacoustic studies have used a band-widening technique in a 
forward-masking paradigm to measure suppression (Dubno and Ahlstrom 2001a, b; 
Gifford and Bacon 2005). Narrow bandpass noise centred at the signal frequency 
was widened by adding noise bands above, below, or above and below the signal 
frequency. Suppression was measured as the difference in signal threshold between 
the narrowest and widest noisebands. Dubno and Ahlstrom (2001a, b) found less 
suppression with more noise above rather than below the signal frequency, and 
the older adults with normal hearing had less suppression than the younger adults. 
Older adults had minimal low-side suppression and absent high-side suppression 
(Dubno and Ahlstrom 2001a). In contrast, using the band-widening technique with 
noise added below the signal, Gifford and Bacon (2005) found no effect of age on 
suppression. Using tonal maskers and suppressors in a forward-masking paradigm, 
Sommers and Gehr (2010) found reduced or absent high-side suppression with in-
creased age.

It is possible that previous psychoacoustic studies of suppression underestimated 
the amount of suppression by using maskers that were long enough to elicit the me-
dial olivocochlear reflex (MOCR). The MOCR is a sound-elicited efferent feedback 
loop that reduces OHC amplification or gain (Cooper and Guinan 2006). Gain starts 
to be affected approximately 25 ms after elicitor onset. Evidence from physiological 
studies in animals suggests that elicitation of the MOCR may decrease or modify 
suppression (Winslow and Sachs 1987; Kawase et al. 1993). Previous studies of 
aging effects on suppression used masker and suppressor durations of 200–500 ms 
(Dubno and Ahlstrom 2001a, b; Gifford and Bacon 2005; Sommers and Gehr 1998, 
2010). These durations were long enough to elicit MOCR-induced gain reductions 
and possibly reduce suppression estimates.

The goal of this study was to investigate the effect of age on estimates of two-
tone suppression using shorter stimuli. Several prior studies of aging effects on 
suppression have used masker levels that had been previously shown to produce 
large amounts of suppression in young adults (Dubno and Ahlstrom 2001a, 2001b; 
Gifford and Bacon 2005; Sommers and Gehr 2010). In the present study, suppres-
sor levels were chosen that did not produce forward masking of the signal, which 
can be presumed to produce minimal spread of excitation at the signal frequency 
place (Moore and Vickers 1997). If simultaneous masking is produced by spread of 
excitation and suppression, using a suppressor that does not produce forward mask-
ing should result in a measure of suppression rather than a mixture of suppression 
and excitation.
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2  Methods

2.1  Participants

Participants included five younger adults between 18 and 30 years old (mean = 21.4; 
3 female) and five older adults between 62 and 70 years old (mean = 65.4; 4 female). 
The average threshold for younger adults at 2 kHz was 5 dB HL (SD 3.54), and the 
average threshold for older adults at 2 kHz was 15 dB HL (SD 9.35). The Montreal 
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA; used with permission, copyright Z. Nasreddine) 
was administered, and all results were within the normal range (≥ 26/30).

2.2  Stimuli

The signal was a 10-ms, 2-kHz sinusoid with 5-ms onset and offset ramps and no 
steady state portion. This signal frequency has been used in previous studies on ag-
ing effects on suppression (Sommers and Gehr 1998, 2010; Dubno and Ahlstrom 
2001a, 2001b; Gifford and Bacon 2005). The signal was presented at 10 dB SL 
and/or 50 dB SPL for each participant, and the masker level was adaptively varied 
to find threshold. Masker durations were 20 (short) and 70 ms (long). The 20-ms 
masker should be too short to elicit the MOCR, while the 70-ms masker should 
be long enough to elicit full gain reduction from MOCR elicitation (Roverud and 
Strickland 2010). For experiment 1, masker thresholds for the short and long on-
frequency (2 kHz) and off-frequency (1.2 and 2.4 kHz) maskers were measured 
(Fig. 1). At the signal frequency place, the BM response to the 1.2-kHz masker 
should be approximately linear, even with MOCR stimulation (Cooper and Gui-
nan 2006). The 2.4-kHz masker frequency was chosen because it has produced 
substantial suppression of a 2-kHz masker in previous studies with young adults 
(Shannon 1976; Sommers and Gehr 2010). Gain was estimated as the difference in 
threshold between the on-frequency masker and the 1.2-kHz masker (Yasin et al. 
2014). For experiment 2, suppression was measured by presenting a short or long, 
1.2- or 2.4-kHz suppressor simultaneously with the on-frequency masker and just 
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Fig. 1  Schematic of stimuli frequencies (kHz) and durations (ms). Masker durations were 20 ms 
( solid lines) and 70 ms ( solid + dashed lines). Maskers were on-frequency ( blue, 2 kHz) and off-
frequency ( red, 1.2 and 2.4 kHz)
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prior to presentation of the 10-ms, 2-kHz signal. This will be referred to as the 
“combined masker.” The masker and suppressor durations were always equal. The 
on-frequency masker level was adaptively varied to find threshold.

All stimuli were digitally produced with MATLAB™ software (2012a, The 
Math Works, Natick, MA). They were output via a Lynx II XLR sound card to a 
headphone buffer (TDT HB6) and presented to the right ear or the better ear of each 
participant through an ER-2 insert earphone (Etymotic Research, Inc., Elk Grove 
Village, IL).

2.3  Procedure

Participants sat in a sound-attenuating booth and listed to stimuli presented to their 
right ear or better ear. Masker threshold for a fixed signal level was measured us-
ing a three-interval forced-choice adaptive procedure. Participants were instructed 
to use a computer mouse or keyboard to choose the interval that sounded differ-
ent from the others. The masker level was increased following one incorrect re-
sponse and decreased following two correct responses. Following this procedure, 
an estimate of 70 % correct on the psychometric function is obtained (Levitt 1971). 
Masker threshold for a given trial was calculated as an average of the last eight of 
the 12 total reversals. Thresholds with a standard deviation of 5 dB or greater were 
not included in the final average. The order of the conditions was counterbalanced 
across the participants.

3  Results

3.1  Experiment 1

Thresholds for the short and long on-frequency (2 kHz) and off-frequency maskers 
(1.2 and 2.4 kHz) were obtained for signal levels fixed at 10 dB above each partici-
pant’s threshold for the 2-kHz, 10-ms tone. Because the absolute signal level dif-
fered between younger and older participants, masker thresholds were also obtained 
for a 50-dB SPL signal, which was 10-dB SL for some older participants.

Estimates of cochlear gain were calculated as the difference in masker thresh-
old between the 2-kHz and 1.2-kHz short maskers (Yasin et al 2014). Gain was 
determined separately for each signal level. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to 
compare the effect of age group on gain estimates at each signal level. There was 
a significant effect of age group on gain estimates at the 10-dB SL signal level 
[F(1,8) = 7.03, p = 0.029] and the 50-dB SPL signal level [F(1,7) = 6.86, p = 0.034]. 
Average amounts of gain are shown in Fig. 2. These results suggest that gain es-
timates were significantly decreased in older adults compared to younger adults. 
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Correlation coefficients were computed between auditory threshold at 2 kHz and 
gain estimates at both signal levels, and neither of the correlations reached statisti-
cal significance.

3.2  Experiment 2

Suppression was measured in a forward-masking paradigm (see Fig. 1). Suppres-
sor levels were chosen that were below the thresholds obtained in Experiment 1 
to ensure that the suppressor did not produce any forward masking of the signal. 
For each participant, several suppressor levels were presented, and the level pro-
ducing the greatest amount of suppression was used for analysis. The suppressor 
was an average of 4 dB below the off-frequency masker threshold obtained in Ex-
periment 1 [SD = 1.60]. For younger adults, suppressors were presented at an av-
erage of 74.50 dB SPL [SD = 5.22] for low-side suppression and 74.23 dB SPL 
[SD = 4.00] for high-side suppression. For older adults, suppressors were presented 
at an average of 67.60 dB SPL [SD = 2.12] for low-side suppression and 75.20 dB 
SPL [SD = 3.68] for high-side suppression. Compared to the 10 dB SL signal level, 
suppressors were on average 6.8 dB higher at the 50 dB SPL signal level for the 
younger adults and 2.7 dB higher for the older adults.

Average amounts of low-side and high-side suppression for younger adults 
(open bars) and older adults (filled bars) at the 10-dB SL and 50-dB SPL signal 
levels are shown in Fig. 3. With the short combined masker, all participants showed 
some low-side suppression, and all participants except for one older adult showed 
high-side suppression. With the long combined masker, 2/5 older adults had no 
measurable low-side suppression, and 3/5 older adults had no measurable high-side 
suppression. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of age group 

Fig. 2  Average amounts of 
gain for older and younger 
listeners at the 10-dB SL and 
50-dB SPL signal levels
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on suppression estimates. There was a significant effect of age group on suppression 
estimates at the p < 0.05 level for all conditions tested. There was a significant effect 
of age group for low-side suppression with a short combined masker [10-dB SL sig-
nal: F(1,8) = 5.53, p = 0.047; 50-dB SPL signal: F(1,8) = 11.09, p = 0.010] and with a 
long combined masker [10-dB SL signal: F(1,8) = 10.57, p = 0.012; 50-dB SPL sig-
nal: F(1,8) = 12.94, p = 0.007]. There was a significant effect of age group for high-
side suppression with a short combined masker [10-dB SL signal: F(1,8) = 8.66, 
p = 0.019; 50-dB SPL signal: F(1,7) = 10.37, p = 0.015] and with a long combined 
masker [10-dB SL signal: F(1,8) = 7.55, p = 0.025; 50-dB SL signal: F(1,7) = 7.99, 
p = 0.026]. This suggests that both high-side and low-side suppression estimates 
decreased with age.

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare suppression estimates ob-
tained with short and long combined maskers. In all suppression conditions tested, 
there were significant differences at the p < 0.05 level between suppression estimates 
obtained with short and long combined maskers. There was a significant difference 
between low-side suppression estimates obtained with short [M = 7.49, SD = 5.34] 
and long combined maskers [M = 4.54, SD = 5.57] at the 10-dB SL signal level 
[t(9) = 2.94, p = 0.017] and between short [M = 14.33, SD = 9.33] and long combined 
maskers [M = 8.25, SD = 8.42] at the 50-dB SPL signal level [t(9) = 3.41, p = 0.008]. 
There was a significant difference between high-side suppression estimates ob-
tained with short [M = 10.46, SD = 7.99] and long combined maskers [M = 6.86, 
SD = 8.95] at the 10-dB SL signal level [t(9) = 3.83, p = 0.004] and between short 
[M = 12.08, SD = 9.03] and long combined maskers [M = 7.24, SD = 7.66] at the 50-
dB SPL signal level [t(9) = 4.56, p = 0.002]. This suggests that suppression estimates 
were significantly greater when measured with a short combined masker.

Fig. 3  Average suppression estimates for younger adults ( open bars) and older adults ( filled 
bars). Results are shown for the 1.2 kHz suppressor ( low-side suppression), 2.4 kHz suppres-
sor ( high-side suppression), 20-ms combined masker ( short msk), 70-ms combined masker ( long 
msk), 10-dB SL signal level, and 50-dB SPL signal level
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It is possible that the decreased suppression in the older adults was due to their 
increased auditory thresholds. To determine the effect of auditory threshold on sup-
pression estimates, correlation coefficients were computed between threshold in 
dB HL and suppression estimates from each of the eight conditions tested. Out 
of the eight suppression conditions, threshold at 2 kHz was negatively correlated 
with low-side suppression at the 50-dB SPL signal level measured with the short 
combined masker [r(10) = − 0.68, p = 0.031] and with the long combined masker 
[r(10) = − 0.67, p = 0.33]. This suggests that those with higher auditory thresholds 
had smaller low-side suppression estimates at the 50-dB SPL signal level. Other-
wise, auditory threshold was not significantly correlated with either suppression or 
gain estimates.

4  Discussion

In the present experiment, several important differences were seen between younger 
adults and older adults. In Experiment 1, older adults were found to have less gain 
than younger adults, measured as the difference in on-frequency and off-frequency 
masker threshold for a fixed signal level (Yasin et al. 2014). The off-frequency, 
1.2-kHz masker is understood to have a linear BM response at the signal frequency 
place, and the on-frequency, 2-kHz masker and signal have a compressive BM re-
sponse at the signal frequency place (Oxenham and Plack 2000). Comparing these 
two conditions gives an estimate of cochlear gain around the signal frequency 
place. It is possible that the decrease in gain for the older adults was due to their 
slightly poorer auditory thresholds. However, correlation coefficients between audi-
tory threshold and gain estimates did not reach significance. This measure of gain 
may reflect decreases in cochlear function that occur prior to elevations in auditory 
thresholds. Decreased endocochlear potential may have less of an effect on thresh-
olds closer to the apex of the cochlea and a larger effect in the base (Mills et al. 
2006) while still impacting cochlear nonlinearity.

Estimates of high-side and low-side suppression were significantly smaller for 
older adults than for younger adults. Most previous studies of aging effects on sup-
pression have found decreased or absent suppression for older adults (Sommers and 
Gehr 1998, 2010; Dubno and Ahlstrom 2001a, b). In the present study, suppressor 
levels were chosen to not produce forward masking and to result in the greatest 
measure of suppression. Also, with the long combined masker, some older adults 
did not show high-side suppression, and some did not show low-side suppression. 
By using short combined maskers with individually-selected suppressor levels, ac-
curate measurements of suppression can be achieved.

Both younger and older adults in the present study showed significantly more 
suppression measured with short combined maskers than with longer combined 
maskers. Several of the older participants, who had no measurable suppression with 
the longer combined masker, had a small amount of suppression measured with the 
shorter combined masker. When suppression is measured with combined maskers 
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long enough to elicit MOCR-induced gain reduction, suppression may be underes-
timated. However, even when measured with the shorter combined maskers, older 
adults had less suppression than younger adults. Evidence from animal studies sug-
gests that gain reduction from the MOCR and suppression interact, resulting in 
decreased suppression (Winslow and Sachs 1987; Kawase et al. 1993). The results 
of the present study support this idea.

Dubno and Ahlstrom (2001a) found a negative correlation between auditory 
thresholds and suppression estimates. In the present study, there was a negative 
correlation between auditory thresholds and suppression estimates for low-side 
suppression at the 50-dB SPL signal level. The correlation was not significant for 
low-side suppression at the 10-dB SL signal level or for high-side suppression. The 
suppression estimates in Dubno and Ahlstrom (2001a) were measured between the 
narrowest and widest bandwidth maskers. This measure would include elements 
of both high-side and low-side suppression. It is possible that auditory threshold is 
more strongly correlated with low-side suppression.

The present study found strong evidence for age-related decreases in both high-
side and low-side two-tone suppression and in estimates of cochlear gain. These 
findings are consistent with a decreasing endocochlear potential that occurs with in-
creasing age. The results also support the hypothesis that that suppression estimates 
may be underestimated when measured with long combined maskers, which would 
be consistent with a reduction in suppression due to the MOCR.
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